Consultant Qualification For Providing ESA Documentation

AECOM
  KLINE, DANIELLE
  MEJIA, GLEN
  MIRABILE, TINA
AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC
  MAC LEAN, TAYA
AMEC ENVIRONMENT & INFRASTRUCTURE
  HALE, ERIN E
ANCHOR QEA LLC
  OSTER, VALERIE
ANDERSON PERRY & ASSOCIATES, INC.
  BRADY, SUSAN
AQUATIC CONTRACTING
  ISLE, JUSTIN
BERGER/ABAM ENGINEERS, INC.
  GUNDERSON, DAN
BLACK MOUNTAIN CONSULTING
  TORREY, ELIZABETH
CAFFERATA CONSULTING
  BUTCH, JAMES
CAMPBELL ENVIRONMENTAL LLC
  CAMPBELL, ERIC
CARDNO ENTRIX
  GOULD, KIM
  KLUNGLE, MELISSA
CITY OF EUGENE
  STEECK, DIANE
DAVID EVANS & ASSOCIATES, INC.
  MACKLIN, JOHN
  MARSHALL, KRISTINE
  STOREY, CASEY
  STUCKER, LOREN
  THOMPSON, VALERIE
ECOMETRIX SOLUTIONS
  KOLOSZAR, JIM
ESA VIGIL-AGRIMIS, INC.
  HARTUNG, SARAH
  MARK, LINDA
  VLASTELICIA, JOHN
EXELTECH CONSULTING, INC.
  ADKINS, JONATHAN D
GEOENGINEERS, INC.
  MAHUGH, SHAWN
HART CROWSER
  CLODFELTER, ANDY
  KRIETER, JOE
HARPER HOUF PETERSON RIGHELLIS INC.
  WATSON, IVY
HDR ENGINEERING, INC.
  BAUMAN, BRIAN
HERRERA ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS
  SCHWARTZ, ERIK
ICF INTERNATIONAL
  BUTTERFIELD, MELINDA
INTER-FLUVE, INC.
  MAC LAREN, COLIN
JACOBS
  MADER, STEVE
J-U-B ENGINEERS INC
  BARTHELS, VINCENT
LANE COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
  HOFFMAN, CHAD
LANE COUNTY PUBLIC WORKS
  BROWN, KEVIN D
  JOINER, SHARON
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MAISON, BRUCE & GIRARD, INC.
  CURRENS, KRISTEN
  LARRABEE, MCKAY
  MYERS, STUART
  ROPER, JESSE

NW ASSOCIATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROFESSIONALS
  MICO, LINDSAY

OBEC CONSULTING ENGINEERS
  BLOOM, AUSTIN
  BURKE, ANDREW
  STUPFEL, JAMES
  WHITEHEAD, BRIANA
  WIRTH, JULIE

OCHSNER RESOURCE CONSULTING & ASSOCIATES, LLC
  OCHSNER, JEAN J

OTAK, INC.
  GILLIAM, LIZ
  OBRIEN, KEVIN
  MAI, KATHY

PACIFIC HABITAT SERVICES, INC
  EISNER, SHAWN
  FARRELLY, TINA
  HAWKINS, AMY
  RIM, CAROLINE
  TUMER, CRAIG
  VAN STAVEREN, JOHN

PARAMETRIX
  BULLOCK, CYRUS
  HALL, WILLIAM E

PBS ENGINEERING & ENVIRONMENTAL
  AUTEN, MARK
  BOWERS, ELISABETH
  HAAK, SKIP

SCHIRMER SATRE GROUP
  MEIERING, BRIAN

SUMMITG SOLUTIONS GROUP
  SPEAR, KATHLEEN

TETRA TECH, INC.
  BARNA, JEFF

TURNSTONE ENVIRONMENTAL
  JAMES, STEPHANIE

W & H PACIFIC
  MOREIRA, BRUCE
  RANDALL, KARA